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1. Location of Information

All the oscillograph obtained from the field test of the Philadelphia Bridge is stored in five red boxes.

General data concerning the field test is contained in a single accopress binder titled "Philadelphia Bridge Field Data".

Samples of computer programs are stored in a single accopress binder titled "Computer Programs - Philadelphia Bridge".

All data reduced from the oscillograph is filed in four data books, numbered 1 through 4. The contents of each data book are properly described on the title label.

All manual calculations are filed in an accopress binder, titled "Calculation Book". The calculations of Guyon-Massonnet method are also contained in the same binder.

The manuscript of the Fritz Laboratory Report No. 315.6 is filed in a single accopress binder.

All work orders, seminar viewgraphs, annual reports, and others are filed in one single accopress binder titled "Miscellaneous".

All computer cards are stored in three cardboard boxes.

A design plan of the Philadelphia Bridge is also filed along with the other materials.
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